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Particle ratios at large Pr, including baryons and antibaryons, in energetic hadron colli
sions are studied in the two way quark-cascade modeP) based on simple quark counting. 
Model predictions are compared with the data for the ratios of the cross sections p+p (or 
W)--'>h+X, where h can be any of (p, p, rr+, rr-). 

On the basis of the basic notions of hadron structure and interaction, two way 
quark-cascade model was proposed1) by one (S.M.) of the present authors in order 
to explain the large Pr particle composition data of the Chicago-Princeton group!) 

The model has also been applied to various kinds of scattering processes including 
on-shell photon projectile.3) The analyses lend strong support to the quark model 
of hadrons and to the applicability of naive quark counting rule4) for large Pr 
production of hadrons. In all the previous studies, however, only the meson emis

sion has been treated. In looking at the reported data, protons or antiprotons are 
also produced considerably, so that it is very interesting and urgent to include 
baryon emission in the idea of two way quark-cascade. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a possible way of treating the baryon 

emission and try to explain the observed particle ratios of baryons to antibaryons 

and baryons to mesons in terms of the two way quark-cascade model. We shall 
compare our results with the data taken by the Chicago-Princeton Collaboration 
at FNAL') and by the British-Scandinavian Collaboration at ISR.') 

In the approach of the two way quark-cascade model, large angle scattering 

goes through incoherent hard scattering between the two quarks initially present 

inside the colliding particles. Then the scattered quark starts cascade before being 
emitted as an energetic hadron. As a dominant process of first order approximation, 
we assume "two way cascade" for the scattered quark; a soft cascade with soft 

hadron emission allowing the produced quark to carry away most of the energy 
of the parent quark and a hard cascade of hard hadron emission with almost all 
energy of the parent quark taken away by the emitted hadron leaving the wee 

quark only to be absorbed by the scattering remnants. We postulate that the 

cascade process starts to proceed with soft cascades within the interaction region 
and terminates once a hard cascade develops. The essential point is that the soft 
cascade steps determine the quark distribution functions ("quark function") within 

the hadronic matter. Then the observed distribution of various hadrons with large 
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Pr will be proportional to the corresponding quark function through one hard 

cascade step.*) 

One way to handle vanous hadron emissions including baryon and antibaryon 

emissions will be the following. In the first place one divides the emitted hadrons 

into three sectors corresponding to baryon-sector, antibaryon-sector and meson-sector 

and tries to determine the relative probabilities of producing baryons, anti-baryons 

and mesons at finite Xr without particle identification for SU(3) quantum num

ber. Then within each sector the relative emission probability of hadrons with 

various SU(3) quantum numbers will be obtained by multiplying the corresponding 

relative weights with respect to SU(3) quantum number within the sector. Similar 

methods of treating meson and baryon emissions were employed by Bjorken and 

Farrar6) and other people.?) Their approaches, however, are more dependent on 

statistical quark counting and the underlying dynamics is quite different from ours. 

Further, their concern was not on large Pr production. 

For hadrons observed at 90° in the center-of-mass system, we have p 11 =0. 

Therefore, the relevant variable here 1s 

or 

where m 1s the mass of the observed hadron and s 1s the total energy squared 

in the C.M. system. For finite Xr and large s we have 

evr~ .Js xr 
m 

and 

Now we shall consider the problem of determining the relative probabilities of 

producing hard particles with various baryon numbers corresponding to baryon, 

antibaryon and meson without particle identification for SU(3) quantum number. 

For this purpose the following picture8) will be sufficient. Imagine that the 

"quarks" are SU(3) singlets, carrying only baryon number, + 1/3 for quarks and 

-1/3 for antiquarks. Now we shall suppose that the scattered quark starts the 

following cascades in two ways (i.e., soft and hard) (see Fig. 1): q emits a meson 

M and goes on as a q, or emits a baryon B and goes on as a qq state. On the 

other hand, we shall assume that the qq state can emit a meson M and goes on 

*! For the details we refer the reader to the original paper (Ref. 1)). 
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Fig. 1. Cascade scheme. The initial quark q 
(i) emits a meson and goes on as a q, or 
(ii) emits a baryon and goes on as a qq 
state, while a q q state (iii) emits a meson 
and goes on as a qq, or (iv) emits an anti· 
baryon and goes on as a q. Furthermore 
the above four cascades are assumed to 
proceed in two ways, i.e. soft or hard. 

Fig. 2. Quark distribution along transverse rapi
dity Yr- The distribution is assumed to be 
sharply bound by the over-all Pr cut-off. 

as qq, or emit an anti baryon B and goes on as a q. *1 

On the basis of the above picture it is straightforward to construct equations 

for determining the corresponding quark functions. The procedure is essentially 

the same as 1n the case with only meson emissions. 11 Let us introduce the quark 

functions 111 Yr space as 

Q(yr) = ( q (Yr) ), 
qq (Yr) 

where Q (Yr) generally has s dependence as well. The quark distributions will 

be given by what is illustrated in Fig. 2. Dividing the Yr space into discrete cells 

and taking into account the quark number conservation as a consequence of soft 

and hard emissions, the following equations are suggested at a given cell according 

to Ref. 1). 

q (Yr- Llyr) - q (Yr) = g (Yr) Llyrq (Yz)- hilyrq (Yr) 

- w (B) qLlyrq (Yr) + w (B) iiiiL1Yr!J!J (Yr), 

*1 In this paper we have adopted a closed system for quark cascade, where we take the base 

of the quark function to be (g_ ~). However, there are other various possibilities. For example, it 

is possible to take a base of (~) and to assume that each single quark or antiquark develops cas

cade independently. But if we accept that the overall Pr cut-off function g and the strength of 

the hard vertex h are common for q and q we come to see that choosing (~) as the base is not 

able to explain the date, especially the steep rise at smaller Xr of the p/p ratio whatever parameter 
values we choose. Anyway the dynamics of large Pr phenomena is not yet understood completely 
and it is an open question what scheme we should choose. 
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cj(j (Yr- Llyr) - qq (Yr) = g (Yr) Llyr{jCf (Yr) - hLlyr{j{j (Yr) 

- w(B) iiii::JYrCfCf(Yr) + w(B) qLlyrq(yr), 

891 

(1) 

where the first term on the right-hand side represents the effect of the overall 

Pr cut-off which is supplied bY' some unknown interaction mechanism. This term 

will give rise to the well-known Pr cut-off of observed hadrons. The second term 

represents the total loss due to the hard emission. The quantities g (Yr) and 

h (Yr) are taken to be common for q and qqY The third and fourth terms 

represent the q(qq) changing into qq(q) through the soft emission of baryon 

(antibaryon) respectively. We also remark that the contributions due to the soft 

em1sswn of mesons from q and qq cancel in the difference, the left-hand side of 

Eq. (1). Now we denote the strengths of the emission vertices corresponding to 

w(1'v1)q, w(M)iiii' w(B)q and w(E)ilii' as 

w(lvf)q=a, (q->1'vfq) w(lvf)iiii=r, (qq----"Mqq) 

w(B)q=(3, (q----"Bqq) w(B)qq=o. (qq----"Bq) 

All quantities which have been introduced in the above argument are generally 

dependent on s as well as on Yr· Then, by taking the limit of Llyr----'>0 in Eq. (1), 
the differential equation for the quark function is given in a simple form by 

-SQ(yr), (2) 

where 

S= (g-h)I+T, 

(
-(3 

T= 
/3 

It is straightforward to solve the above equation (2). The eigenvalues Ai and 

the corresponding eigenvectors vi of T are 

The corresponding eigenvalues /J.i of S are then given by 

In the following a, (3, r and o will be assumed to be constant. **J Then the 
solution satisfying Eq. (2) will be given by 

*l This will give a universal Pr cut-off for hard hadron emission which seems to be support
ed by the present data. 

**J The minimum requirement for the following treatment is actually that {3/IJ be constant in yr. 
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(3) 

where 

and we have used the relation exp(yr-Yrmax)=xr for large s. The a;'s are deter

mined as the expansion coefficients of a given initial vector Q (Yrmax) in terms of the 

eigenvectors vi. Once we obtain the quark functions, it is immediate to write 

down the relative probabilities for producing mesons, baryons and antibaryons. 

These are given by 

lvl(Yr) =Ah[aq(yz) +rqq(yr)], 

B(yr) =Ah{3q(yr), 

B(yr) =AhOqq(yr), 

where A is an appropriate normalization factor. 

(4) 

The next problem we have to consider is what 1s the relative probabilities 

of producing hadrons with various SU(3) quantum number. This is not so difficult 

according to the picture we have assumed to employ here. For example, the 

probability of producing a hard meson 1'vfi at Yr will be given by 

(5) 

where M(yr) is already g1ven m the above, while the ratios 1\1/i(Yr)/Mi(Yr) of 

meson emission were discussed in Ref. 1). As to baryon emission, only protons 

are observed experimentally at large Pr- Other octet baryons are of course ex

pected to be being produced. However, in the present experimental set up those 

are supposed to contribute to proton counting due to their decay. The net baryons 

we observe far away from the colliding section will be dominantly protons and 

neutrons. Furthermore, in our two way quark-cascade scheme we expect to have 

roughly the same emission probabilities for proton and neutron over almost the 

entire range of Xr as is suggested from SU(2) symmetry, except that possibly 

around xr= 1 some deviation will be predicted. For our present purpose and 

within our accuracy of comparing our results with the data, it is enough to assume 

P (Yr) ~n (Yr) ~ lB(yr), 

P(Yr) ~n(yr) ~tB(Yr). (6) 

Now we shall proceed to compare our results with the data. The Chicago

Princeton experiment was done for the nuclear targets Be, Ti and W. Since the 

case of W target was studied in Ref. 1), we shall focus our attention on the data 

corresponding to that. Let us first consider the proton-antiproton ratio pjp. For 

scattering of proton beam on W target we haYe only quarks in the colliding 
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particles. Therefore, the initial vector Q(Yrmax) is given by 

Q (y T max) = ( ~ ) 

which can be expanded m terms of the two eigenvectors as 

(1)=-1 (0)+-{) (1) 
o {)+o f3 f3+o -1 · 

Thus, from Eq. (3) the quark function at a given Xr will be 

Q(xr) =G(xr) [-1-( 0 \) +_$_( 1 )x~+'J. 
f3+o /3 {)+o \-1 

From Eqs. ( 4), (6) and (7) we obtain 

pjp~ B/B = o + {)x~+' 
0- ox~+o 

893 

(7) 

As to the meson-baryon ratio, let us note that both of the q and qq channels 

contribute to meson production. We consider, for example, pion-proton ratio P/7r 7 • 

From Eq. (5) we have 

lr+(yT) =Ah[aq(yT) +[qq(yT)]-P,..(yT2_ 
~PM/YT) 

j 

In the summation over A1i we shall include 

~ Mi=rr+ +rr0 +rr-+K++K 0 +K0 +K-. 
i 

The meson emissions included above can be treated using the results of Ref. 1). 

For example, the em1sswn probability of neutral pions can be obtained from the 

SU(2) symmetry as*l 

As a consequence, we obtain 

~+(yT)_=_ ----~l(Yr) ____ _ 
~ M;(yT) 2p (YT) + 2n (yT) + A(yT) 
' 

1n terms of the SU(3) quark functions \J(Yr), n(yT), A(YT). As to the explicit 

expressions for these functions, refer to the original reference 1). For the proton 

beam on the tungsten target we have 

rr+(xT) 
- ---

~Mi(xT) 

10 + 5x/13 + 3xT1019 
---------50+ 10xT2/ 3 

(8) 

i 

*' The 1J meson emission is not considered here, since we do not want to introduce additional 

parameters_ There is some experimental evidence that r; mesons are produced at large Pr with 
about half the emission probability of rr0• We have checked that the inclusion of 1J with this pro
bability does not change significantly our results in the present paper. 
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From Eqs. ( 4) ~ (8) we therefore get 

p 1 a+ {hH' 50+ lOx 213 
- (xr) =-- - ·-··- ----- '!__ __ - --· ----- _T_ 

n+ 2 ((aa/[3) +r) + (a-r)x~H 10+5x/13 +3xr1019 

Similarly, we can also obtain the J5/n- ratio as 

Note that the unknowns such as A, g and h are factored out and cancelled m 

these particle ratios. 

In comparing our results with the experimental data we have found that the 

following choice of the four parameters a, /3, r and a is good enough to fit nicely 

the Chicago-Princeton data. 

a=2.153, [3=1, r=0.153, a=0.025. 

Our comparison IS shown in Fig. 3. From the fact that r and o are very small 

compared to a and {3, we conclude that the hard hadron emission in the qq channel 

IS substantially suppressed. The parameter a measures the emission probability 
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Fig. 3. Plot of the particle ratios (a) p/p and (b) p/n', p/n· in comparison with the Chicago

Princeton p-W experiment. Best fits to the data are shown by the solid lines, whereas 
the curves for p-W scattering with the values of the ISR fits as presented in Fig. 4 are 

drawn by the dotted lines. 
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per unit Yr that one "quark" emit any kind of meson. It means that, for example, 

if "q" is a proton quark p, a will be given as the following sum: 

where w (n 7 ) represents the emission probability corresponding to the vertex 

p~n + n'· and so on. If we use the values given in Ref. 1) for these w's, we 

find that our choice of a= 2.153 is reasonable in magnitude. 

If one takes into account the great simplicity of our analysis the agreement 

with the data shown in Fig. 3 is remarkably good, especially for P/P. Some devi

ations at low Xr for the pj;;+, P/rr- ratios are to be explained by the effect of 

"pion accumulation" which is argued in detail in Ref. 1). The reason for the 

observed deviation at finite Xr in the P/r(' at higher energies is not clear to us. 

However, quite probably it may be due to a possible effect of proton emission 

from the scattering center without going through our two way quark-cascade, or it 

may also be due to possible s dependence of the parameters. 

In Fig. 4 we also present our fits to the ISR data for comparison. The data 

are limited to small Xr, and so here we are not going to draw any definite con

clusion from these results. The values of the four parameters are chosen as 

a=4, f)=1.2, r=0.4, 0'=0.08 

10,-------~o~.1 ________ ~orz ________ ~or3----~1o 

ISR 
p-p 

0.1 0.1 

03 

I 

''\ "1·~,~1~~ 
I 6 52.8 GeV 

I e 63.0 GeV 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
x, 

Fig. 4. Plot of the particle ratios p/p, phr+ and 
p/n- in comparison with the ISR data. 

for the ISR case. This suggests that 

we may not be able to neglect the s 

dependence of the relevant para

meters in two way quark-cascade. 

For comparison the curves with 

the parameter values for the ISR 

case are also shown as dotted lines 

in Fig. 3. 

In conclusion we have seen that 

the two way quark-cascade model can 

explain quantitatively the various ob

served particle ratios. Some of the 

discrepancies with the data may be 

understood by refining the two way 

quark-cascade idea. However, we are 

not sure yet whether it is meaningful 

to proceed to next order approxima

tion by modifying our two way quark

cascade model or m any other way 

as long as we base our argument 

on the na1ve quark counting rule. 

On the other hand, we are convinced 
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that m the first approximation the simple idea of quark additivity based on consti

tuent quark model is in operation in high energy scattering of inclusive reactions. 
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